
THE MURDER OF THE INNOCENTS.
The incidence of mortality in the first years of life

is a well-known showing of all tables of vital statistics,
but its preventable factors are not so clearly recog-
nized, while far behind lags the resolution to make
theoretic knowledge a realized fact. Talk as we may
about the disadvantages of "grandmotherly govern-
ment" and "socialistic legislation," no one can affirm
that in matters of preventive medicine and hygiene
there can be too much governmental oversight. The
wisdom and morality of the few must become that of
the many, and it can only become so by stringently
penal legislation and executive control. Human
nature is at least not yet sufficiently ethical to be
allowed indiscriminate and unscrutinized control over
the young life that comes to it.

Take the matter of child life-insurance as an exam-

ple. Is it not evident that parents too poor to bury a

child should be held too poor to pay premiums on the
insurance of the child's life? And yet this is the
excuse constantly made by parents, either sincerely
or deceitfully, to justify the custom. What a clear
temptation to murder.1

The English medical journals, especially the Lan¬
cet, have in late years been active in showing up the
prevalence of this abuse in England, where it is
undoubtedly of greater extent than with us. From

an editorial in the Lancet in 1895 (i. p. 428) we

learn that of 4,629 children recently subjected to cruel
treatment. 1,237 were insured. Another editorial in
the Lancet (1895, i, p. 166) on infant neglect, insur¬
ance and mortality, among other things says : An
unfortunate infant, whose death was recently investi¬
gated by the coronor for the West Middlesex district,
might have been saved by medical aid (which might
have been had for a mere pittance), but the parents
claimed they were unable to pay a physician anything,
yet the insurance premium on the child had been
promptly paid up to its death. Facts like these sicken
the public conscience. The Lancet calls for drastic
reforms, and says the insurance should only be for an
amount of the bare cost of the funeral arrangements
(which is very cheap in England compared to our
funeral rates, we believe). The same editorial urges
that evidence of criminal neglect or mismanagement
should disqualify parents even for the small sum

insured. This seems to us very clever, as it shifts
the burden and expense of proof on the interested
corporation, who would likely be more rigorous in
their search for evidence exempting them from pay¬
ment of the policy than the municipal authorities,
ordinarily interested parties.
In May, 1895, Sir Eichard Webster read in the

House of Commons a bill providing for the mainte¬
nance and encouragement of the mutual benefit prin¬
ciple in such insurance, limiting the sum insured to
an average almost as low as that of the friendly socie¬
ties, £2 ($10) up to 10 years of age. This bill also
entails upon physicians the duty of inquiring as to
the fact of insurance before granting a certificate of
death, and a like service is required of the register. It
allows a child to remain under the protection of this
act until 16 years of age. The Lancet says : "We
are aware of no present limitation except the inability
to pay the premium, and the average of £1 ($20) and
a maximum of more than twice this sum is not
uncommon, while payment in some clubs may be
made partly in spirits. It is significant also that wil¬
ful neglect of infants, according to a recent return,
has been shown to be much more common under the
non-mutual system" (that is, those clubs not organ¬
ized by workmen for their mutual benefit). We
know nothing relative to the ultimate disposition of
this act, and are not aware of any legislation in Great
Britain limiting infant insurance. According to the
Britisti Medical Journal (1895, i, p. 291), the reports
of the Select Committees on Friendly Societies, 1875
and 1888, contain a large amount of information upon
this subject.
Francis Vacher (Lancet, 1895 i, p. 254) suggests

that legislation should prohibit all private corporations
or individuals from insuring infants' lives, and that the
government be empowered to enter into an agreement
to inter any child free of cost, on payment of a small

1 In the Lancet of April 20, 1895, a member of the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children said she found fami-
lies in which children were deprived of the most ordinary necessities
of life while money for the insurance of the dying child was put aside.
Several other similar instances equally pitiful are given. The cost of
infant burial is within the reach of thrifty people, and for the rest, inall countries the community is bound to bury when others can not.
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premium at the nearest post office, thus reducing
cost of insurance and bringing it directly under the
law. Such a measure we do not think necessary or

wise, and for us it is, of course, out of the question.
As to our own country, affairs are in a chaotic state.

In 1895 a bill was reported to the Massachusetts leg¬
islature providing that no life insurance company
shall issue a policy upon the life of any child under
10 years of age, living in that State. The penalty
was fixed at $100 for each offence, the law to come

into force September 1, 1895. Whether the law ever

came to vote or not (probably not in these days of
"politics") we do not know, nor whether other States
have attempted similar regulation. Medical men in
charge of the medical departments of life insurance
companies should bestir themselves, both as officers
and members of society, to bring about judicious and
and needed legislative reform.
Another cause of infant mortality is overlying. It

will doubtless surprise even physicians to learn that
one thousand children are each year killed in
London alone by this careless (or perhaps often
intended and criminal) custom. Yet such is the esti¬
mate of a London coroner. From an editorial in the
British Medical Journal (1895, i, 36), we excerpt:
There are sad sides to a Merry Christmas, and not the least

sad of these this year has been the sacrifice of infant life from
overlying. On December 27, 1894, Mr. Bkaxton Hicks held
five inquests on the bodies of children who had died while
sleeping with their parents, the cause of death in the majority
of cases being suffocation. The coroner said he could not per¬
suade parents toget cots for their children, and that a thousand
infants were overlain in London alone every year. The matter
is extremely serious. Perfectly healthy children are sacrificed
to the bad habit of making them sleep with their parents. It
is perhaps difficult to draw the line and to separate thought¬
lessness from carelessness so gross as to be criminal, but Liver¬
pool statistics showing the enormous frequency of deaths from
overlying on Saturday night points to the fact that the care¬

lessness is gross, and that unless drink be accepted as a gen¬
eral excuse for crime, the action is in a large proportion of
cases criminal. Mr. Bkaxton Hicks announced that he would
make it a rule in all future inquests of this character to dis¬
allow the expenses of the parents, a course which he adopted
in each of the five cases before him. The fight against pre¬
ventable diseases is hard enough, but it seems harder still
to prevent the effects of carelessness and folly.

Of infanticide, every physician is well aware that
neither the ancients nor present-day savages have a

monopoly of the practice. In every city there are men

either with or without a medical degree who make
a profitable business by murder, through abortion.
There are many reasons why these criminals can not
be brought within the reach of the law, the principal
of course being the inability to secure evidence
against them. Their "patients" will not tell, but the
evidences of their work are well known to every gyne¬
cologist. One thing is, above all things, certain : There
should be compulsory inspection and registration of
all "stillborn" infants. Braxton Hicks (British
Medical Journal, 1895, ii, p. 1540) relates an instance

illustrative of the ease in which a child may be killed
and falsely registered stillborn. The child, plainly
a viable one, after being smothered was boldly thrown
out into the middle of the road to rot. We would
urge upon our general medical associations and socie¬
ties the duty of promoting such badly needed legisla¬
tion. They might also profitably institute investiga¬
tion and control of the disgustingly much-advertised
lying-in institutions where "for a consideration,"
infants after delivery are "supplied with homes."
Undoubtedly it is a difficult matter to educate the

community in the care of children and in the value
of child-life. The law and a sensitive conscience are

agreed that murder of an unborn fetus is as much
murder as of one born, and that infant murder is as
much murder as is adult murder; but ordinarily the
lower classes make an unconscious sliding-scale of
criminality increasing in approximation to real mur¬

der of the adult, and beginning with conception, when
and shortly after, "getting rid of it" is by no means
sinful. Against such a tendency in the interest of
civilization and ethics we must all protest with what
power we may. But the efficacy of our protest will
depend upon the numbers that speak, the publicity
of the protest, and the effectualizing of it in legisla¬
tive enactment.

CELEBRATION OF THE INTRODUCTION OF
ANESTHETICS.

October 17, 1846, a venous tumor of the jaw was

removed by Dr. Warren without pain, the patient
being placed under ether by Wm. T. G. Morton, a

Boston dentist, and the next day a fatty tumor was

removed, and in a few days, after the performance of
some minor operations, Dr. Hayward, in the presence
of Dr. H. J. Bigelow and others, amputated the thigh
of one Alice Mohan, Morton, as before, administer-
ing the ether.1 "From this date," says Lyman, "the
success of anesthesia was placed beyond all doubt.
The great discovery was immediately heralded through-
out the civilized world, and was everywhere adopted
with the utmost enthusiasm."

To properly celebrate the semi-centennial of this
great discovery, the Massachusetts General Hospital
have issued an invitation to a limited number of guests
to participate in the ceremonies. We print elsewhere
a reduced fac-simile of the card of invitation. It will
be noted that nothing in the invitation can be con-

strued into an assertion of priority of use; for the
medical public are now well aware that sulphuric
ether had been used by inhalation for dentistry and
minor surgery by W. E. Clarke and Crawford W.
Long, but itwas reserved for the MassachusettsGeneral
Hospital to have the first capital operation, and to
make the world hear. She can then with all propriety
and conscious pride celebrate the semi-centennial of

1 See Bigelow on " Discovery of An\l=ae\sthesia,"in Century of Ameri-
can Medicine. Philadelphia, 1876; and Lyman on "Artificial An\l=ae\sthe-
sia," New York, 1881.
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